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Abstract:
My paper will be on the way hot springs bring about and consolidate myths; and the way that
myths in return reinterpret the hot springs. It will explore the foundation myth governing Bath
– that it was founded by King Bladud who had been cured of leprosy by the waters – and will
trace Bladud’s progress through poem to puppet show to the recent public art event, ‘King
Bladud’s Pigs in Bath’ (2008). It will equally investigate myths that accrue to the hot springs
themselves: that they are holy (in a Roman or, equally, a Christian way); that they have magical
properties; that ingesting them is curative – ideas which have also left their traces on literature
over time. Ranging from the early modern period to the present day, the paper will ask what it
is about thermal springs that makes them so ‘mythical’, and how and why such myths are
repeated over time.
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